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SOME POINTS ABOUT THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE 
BANK WITHDRAWAL WORK IS BEING DONE 

1. Banks and the bank industry are hi3hly concentrated and 
inherently monopolist. Of the approximately 14,000 banks 
in the USA, the realm of international loaning is dominated 
by twenty-one, sometimes only eight. 

2. Banks are both racist and sexist in their hiring practice, 
and in some instances defy the federal 3over1llllent and courts 
refusing to increase the employment and placing of 'WOlllen 
and minorities. 

J. Banks are non-union. Of the 14,000 banks in the country 
perhaps a \ dozen or so are unionized. 

4. By their very nature commercial banks are not concerned 
with investment in the United States or with the providing 
of capital to help solve domestic problems. 

4a. Banks are involved in redlinin3. "Redlining" is not limited to 
the pract ice of denying loans or mortgages to homeowners•"t-mites 
as we l l as minorit ies. It often means small bus inesses, churches 
and community or ganizations within a designated re ;~ion are denied 
access to fund i ng as well . This practice helps create the conditions 
for the massive deterioration ~mich characterizes so many 
"inner-city" neighborhoods in the USA. 

S. Some of the critical dollars banks employ are depositor 's 
funds. It is the money of individual accounts. Accordingly, 
deposito!"s can with full justification break the veil of 
secrecy in \ghich banks operate and determine how and whether 
they want their money used in a particular fashion. 

6. US bank involvement in South Africa is not limited to giving 
loans. An important point to recall is that the banks are 
concerned with "servicing the needs of their customers". This 
means US banks provide a range of services from loan making to 
market appraisals providing South Africa with country-by-country 
studies of other parts of Afri~a. 


